Not to be confused with cheap resin tank pads, TechSpec products are designed to provide the ultimate combination of grip, comfort and control while
providing protection for your tank, without damaging riding pants or leathers.
All Grips are engineered with a special Releasable Adhesive that allows you to
remove them without leaving residue, and even lets you re-position or re-use
product when desired.
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GRIPSTER TANK GRIPS:

HANDLEBARS
& GRIPS

Increase and maintain control of body position. Eliminate
sliding, reduce fatigue, improve technique. Enhance your bike’s
appearance. Protects tank from abuse, preserving resale value. Custom
designed for hundreds of applications; also available in “general sheets”
for making your own custom design.
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GRIPSTER TANK WRAPS:

Wrap-around protection for your tank, while providing many of the
same benefits as Gripster Tank Grips. Available mostly in XLine for
select applications.
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TechSpec is the market leader in innovative, application-specific
Tank Grip Pads and accessories. Gripster Tank Grips are designed,
engineered and manufactured in the USA; All components
are made to exacting quality standards with unparalleled
product support. This level of dedication will enhance your
high performance riding or racing experience! For road race, sport, custom/
touring, and adventure touring.

STREET ACCESSORIES
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C3 Seat Pad

Chin Pad
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PANNIER LID COVERS:

CLUTCHES

Provides extra protection and grip for the top of your pannier saddle
bags & trunk on select Touring and Adventure touring bikes. Keeps
gear from sliding when strapped to top of side boxes or rear trunk.
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MATERIALS

TechSpec products are currently available in 4 different materials:
Snake Skin: Our most popular material, .125”
thin, low profile Diamond pattern. Provides positive grip, reducing pressure on wrists, elbows and
shoulders. Features Releasable Adhesive.

C3: Comfortable gummy rubber measuring
1.00” thin. Assists in vibration reduction,
increased control and feel.
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XLine: Our newest next generation material. 3M
microfiber grip material laminated to TechSpec’s C3
rubber with Releasable Adhesive. Used by several
top level race teams and riders!
(not recommended for use in wet or muddy conditions).

*Prices are subject to change without notice

High Fusion: Durable, sleek, low profile
synthetic rubber measuring .035” thin. Provides
a clean look and low profile feel. Grips better
than vinyl, not abrasive like grip tape. Increases
comfort and control.
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